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PRESENTATION

The Artists Club

In March 2012, Thibaut Espiau, Ištvan Išt Huzjan and Grégoire Motte established the Artists 
Club, a group of artists whose primary activity is spending time together and discussion 
but not developing an art practice as a collective. A few months later, they discovered a 
huge Fichet Bauche brand vault on the mezzanine floor of the building where they had 
their studios. This steel cube of several tones was to mark the start of a palpable artistic 
collaboration between members of the club as well as the opening of an exhibition spa-
ce. Both activities are closely intertwined.

First works

The renovation of the vault and the surrounding room gave rise to the first works by the 
trio of artists. These were mostly objects documenting the way the space was used (First 
floor cloth (pink and pierced)) or things they find in the rubble (A little gold) or the use of 
the volume of rooms as a camera obscura to observe the street upside down.

The Vault

The box is a cube of 230 x 280 x 230 cm. The interior space measures 200 x 250 x 200 cm. 
It is placed in the middle of a room of thirty square meters on the mezzanine of a former 
jeweler’s place located on 63 Rue du Houblon in the centre of Brussels.
From the street, two windows give a view looking down onto the vault and a third window 
serves as a showcase for graphic proposals. On December 20th, 2012, the Vault was un-
veiled to the public as a work by the Artists Club as well as a new exhibition space. It was 
empty and simply furnished with a white carpet. What followed was a party.

The Carpet

The dirty white carpet was removed and kept as another trace of evolution of the Artists 
Club’s Vault: a trace from the first meeting between the Vault and it’s public. Since then, 
for each exhibition, the Artists Club changes the carpet in the Vault, and keeps it as a sou-
venir of the collaboration with the guest artist. Invited by the Brussels based fair ‘Brussels 
Cologne Contemporaries’ The Artists Club presented their collection of eleven carpets in 
January 2014 in Cologne.

Exhibitions

The frequency and duration of the exhibitions is very irregular (one night only sometimes) 
because the goal is not to “make exhibitions” but to try to invite artists who belong to 
Artists Club personal art history and to make it public. With very limited financial resour-
ces, Artists Club often has to wait, like a trapdoor spider, for artists to be close to Brussels in 
order to work with them in the Vault.
We claim periods of inactivity as well as the furtive nature of certain exhibitions because we think it 
is more natural than a continuous stream of proposals. We are artists and we run the place as such.
The exhibitions at the Vault are the result of discussions between artists (who integrate 
the Club for the duration of the exhibition) and us. So in some respects, these exhibitions 
are actually collaborations. We produce with each artist an edition that accompanies 
the exhibition. These editions are small booklets, posters, sound works on USB keys, etc.



ARTISTES & EXPOSITIONS 

ARTISTS CLUB (FIRST OPENING)

BARBARA PEREYRA & FILIP VAN DINGENEN
MIRA. MAR Y OTROS

ROBERT WILHITE
EARTHPILLARS

EVOR
FORTRESSES

MATTHIEU MANCHE
MADE IN CHINA

ELLA DE BURCA
ILLUMINATING KUNSTHOLES

KURT RYSLAVY
LA PÉRUODE VERTE (jamming money)

JAMES BECKETT
“That’s that, that way ‘round, basically – as you probably know”

YVES GRENET
LA FABRIQUE D’ÉMOTIONS

CHRISTOPHE TERLINDEN
BEEP

SADAHARU HORIO + On-Site Art Squad «KUKI»

A C C F hors les murs 

BRUSSELS COLOGNE CONTEMPORARIES 2013
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Barbara Pereyra & FIilip Van Dingenen, MIRA. MAR Y OTROS

Robert Wilhite EARTHPILLARS



Kurt Ryslavy, LA PÉRUODE VERTE
Evor, FORTRESSES
Matthieu Manche, MADE IN CHINA



James Becket,“That’s that, that way ‘round, basically – as you probably know”
Ella De Burca, ILLUMINATING KUNSTHOLES



Ccristophe Terlinden, BEEP
Ella De Burca, ILLUMINATING KUNSTHOLES
Ccristophe Terlinden, BEEP



Yves Grenet, LA FABRIQUE D’ÉMOTIONS
SADAHARU HORIO + On-Site Art Squad «KUKI»



Artists Club, MARCHANDS DE TAPIS, Brussels Cologne Contemporaries 2013
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